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Abstract—

Compared to the conventional selective harmonic
elimination-pulse width modulation (SHE-PWM), the selective
harmonic elimination-pulse width and amplitude modulation
(SHE-PWAM) control strategy results in significant
improvements in the performance of CHB inverters. This fact is
due to considering the optimization of the CHB dc sources’ values
along with the optimized switching angles. This paper proposes a
new SHE-PWAM control strategy and its realization in a drive
application. Analysis and simulations are carried out on a fivelevel CHB inverter. Experimental verifications also validate the
simulation results. The results demonstrate that the new SHEPWAM technique improves the performance of the drive
compared to the conventional SHE-PWM.

Index Terms— Cascaded H-bridge inverters, PAM, PWAM,
PWM, Selective harmonic elimination.

I. INTRODUCTION
Harmonic elimination has been the focus of research for
many years. If the converter switching loss is not a concern,
the carrier based Pulse-Width Modulation (CBPWM) methods
are very effective for controlling the inverter [1]. This is
because the generated harmonics are beyond the bandwidth of
the system and therefore these harmonics do not dissipate
power.
In low-switching-frequency applications, the main object of
the inverter’s control strategy is generating a switching pulse
pattern in such a way that a desired output fundamental is
produced while specific selective harmonic levels are
eliminated or eliminated. This PWM strategy is called
Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM (SHE-PWM) [2]-[10]
[13]-[17].
The order of the eliminated harmonics in the SHE-PWM
strategy is proportional to the number of pulses. In other
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words, eliminating more harmonics means more required
pulses and consequently higher switching frequency and
dissipated power. This is due to the fact that the only degree of
freedom in this strategy is the pulse-width.
A novel Selective Harmonic Elimination control strategy
combining both pulse-width and pulse-amplitude modulations
(SHE-PWAM) in Cascaded H-bridge (CHB) is introduced in
this paper. The SHE-PWAM uses the values of the CHB
inverter’s dc sources as degrees of freedom in addition to the
switching angles. In the proposed strategy, the optimized
values of the dc sources along with the optimized switching
angles are obtained for different output fundamentals. In this
way, more low-order harmonics are eliminated at the same
switching frequency compared to the conventional SHEPWM. Flexibility in the dc sources’ values can be obtained
using PWM-Rectifiers. As one of the main applications of the
SHE-PWAM is considered to be in electrical drive systems,
the proposed strategy is realized by means of a multilevel
PWM rectifier-inverter system in a drive application.
Experimental results show the improved stator currents and
reduced torque ripple along with the elimination of more low
order harmonics.
II. THE NEW SHE-PWAM CONTROL STRATEGY
A. Basic Principle
The typical three-phase structure of a CHB multilevel
inverter with h cells per phase has been shown in Fig. 1. For
this topology, the low-frequency multilevel output voltage
for phase "a" is shown in Fig. 2. The αi(i=1,2,…,h) is the ith
switching angle and the Vi(i=1,2,…,h) is the ith dc source value.
The fourier series representation of the shown waveform gives:
∞
1
VaN (t ) = a0 + (an cos ω n t + bn sin ω n t )
(1)
2
n =1
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∑

where ωn is n

the inverter dc sources have been used as extra degrees of
freedom in addition to the switching angles. In other words,
keeping the Vi values constant is no longer a limitation bond in
solving the equations obtained from (2). On the contrary, each
Vi value can vary between 0 and Vdc increasing the equations
and the degrees of freedom from (h) to (2h). It means that by
solving the resultant equations, (h) optimized Vi values can be
found along with the optimized angles. In this way, more low
order, odd, non-triple-n harmonics contents are eliminated
compared to the conventional SHE-PWM control strategy (6n1 for the odd and even (n)) without any additional cost
imposing. The main challenge in applying the SHE-PWAM
control strategy to the CHB inverter under different
modulation indices is the necessity of variable dc sources. In
other words, the proposed sources’ values should be capable
of changing with an acceptable dynamic and at a specific time.
The most appropriate option for the realization of the variable
dc sources is the use of a PWM-rectifier configuration. This is
due to the fact that in a variety of applications using low
frequency control strategies, such as active power filters and
electrical drives, power regeneration is inevitable. To satisfy
these conditions the existence of controllable rectifiers,
including thyristor rectifiers and PWM rectifiers, is necessary
(Fig. 3). However, the switching frequency in thyristor
rectifiers is equal to the line frequency, which distorts the input
current waveform. Also these rectifiers are not able to correct
the input power factor to near unity values. On the contrary,
PWM-rectifiers are able to correct the input power factor and
improve the input current waveform along with the dc source
control and power regeneration capabilities. As one of the
main applications of the SHE-PWAM is considered to be in
electrical drive systems, the proposed strategy is realized by
means of a multilevel PWM rectifier-inverter system in a drive
application.

2π
.
T

Fig. 1. The three phase CHB inverter topology.

Fig. 2. Low frequency multilevel output voltage.

Due to the half-wave symmetry of the waveform, all an and
even-numbered bn coefficients are zero. The nth harmonic can
be eliminated if its related bn coefficient is set equal to a
minimum value. Moreover, in a three-phase system, triple-n
harmonics of the phase voltages are canceled out in the line
voltages. Therefore, the low order harmonics to be eliminated
are odd, non-triple-n harmonics as 5, 7, 11, 13, 17….
The bn odd coefficients are as:
4
bn =
(V1 cos(nα 1 ) + (V2 ) cos(nα 2 ) +
(2)
nπ
... + (Vh ) cos(nα h ))
In the conventional CHB inverters, the Vi values are kept
constant and are mainly defined as Vi = Vdc where Vdc is the dc
link voltage. So, the bn coefficients will be as:
4V
bn = dc (cos(nα1 ) + cos(nα 2 ) + ... + cos(nα h ))
(3)
nπ
In the proposed SHE-PWAM control strategy, the values of

Fig. 3. Use of controllable rectifiers realizing variable dc sources.

III. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In this section, the novel SHE-PWAM control strategy has
been applied to a five-level CHB inverter (h=2). From
equation (3), (2h=4) equations are obtained in terms of the
unknown α1, α2 and V1, V2 which are degrees of freedom in
solving the proposed equations. Naturally, the first equation is
for setting the output voltage fundamental to ma×2Vdc (ma is
the amplitude modulation index) and the other equations are
for eliminating the low order harmonics. Solving these
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equations, the output voltage fundamental is controlled and the
5th, 7th and 11th harmonic contents are eliminated.
Fig. 4 shows the V1 and V2 p.u. values versus ma for the fivelevel inverter. As mentioned before, these values are constant
and equal to 1 p.u. (maximum dc link p.u. voltage) in the
conventional SHE-PWM techniques. Each ma is a measure of
the inverter output voltage fundamental.
Fig. 5 shows the optimized switching angles versus ma for
the five-level inverter. In order to show the novel SHEPWAM capability in eliminating more low order harmonics,
the normalized contents of the 7th and 11th harmonics
(i.e. (b7 b1 ) 2 + (b11 b1 )2 ) have been depicted in Fig. 6. Again,
it should be noted that this improvement is due to increasing
degrees of freedom of the five-level CHB output waveform
equation from two to four. The two extra degrees of freedom
are used to eliminate the 7th and 11th harmonic contents.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A low power prototype of a five-level CHB was developed
to validate the theoretical and simulation results. As was
mentioned before, the variable dc sources' values are provided
using a PWM-rectifier. The maximum level of the separate dc
sources and the output frequency are 155v and 50 Hz
respectively. Load is a 300W, 380v, 50 Hz induction motor
with its power factor equal to 0.77. A hardware platform based
on a TMS320F28335 digital signal processor is used to control
the system.
The control block diagram of the prototype has been shown
in Fig. 7. The open loop volts/Hz control is used here for the
induction motor which is a popular method of speed control
because of its simplicity. The motor angular frequency ωe* is
the primary control variable and ma is directly generated from
it. Open-loop volts/Hz control is used with low-dynamics
applications such as pumps or fans where a small variation of
motor speed with load is tolerable. Since the SHE techniques
are inherently low dynamic strategies, they can be used with
the mentioned applications.

Fig. 4. V1 and V2 voltage values versus ma in SHE-PWAM.
Fig. 7. Control block diagram of Fig. 1.

Fig. 5. Optimized switching angles versus ma in SHE-PWAM.

Fig. 6. Normalized contents of the 7th and 11th harmonics in SHE-PWAM.

ma is the look-up table (LUT) input parameter to choose the
angles and the voltage level values. The selected angles along
with the angle θe* enter the PWM block where the times for the
gate drive pulses are calculated and applied to the inverter
switches. Referring to Fig. 7, the selected voltage level values
are the capacitor voltages references (Vrefi). These are then
entered into the rectifier control section. The control technique
of this section is based on the conventional hysteresis current
control. In this technique, as shown in Fig. 7, capacitor
voltages (Vcxi) are independently compared with their proper
reference values (Vrefi) producing separate error signals. These
errors are then passed through PI controllers to generate the
amplitude of the reference currents for rectifier cells. These
amplitudes are multiplied by per unit sinusoidal waveforms
which are in-phase with the input voltage Vx, in order to
provide the unity power factor. So, individual reference
currents for each rectifier cell will be produced. The rectifier
cells’ sampled currents (Isxi) are compared to their references
and their errors go through hysteresis band to produce proper
gate signals for the CHB rectifier switches. Hence, each
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capacitor voltage is controlled separately and different current
values do not cause any problem in the system control.
In order to show the PAM realization in the output voltage,
the Van and Vbn voltages have been represented in Fig. 8 which
their envelopes obviously shows the PAM realization. The
variation of capacitors’ voltages due to the change in ma can
be seen from these envelopes.
Validating the PWM-rectifier capability in providing the
unity power factor, input voltage and current of phase A have
been measured from their related sensors output and shown in
Fig. 9. The measured waveforms are in-phase providing the
unity power factor for the system.
In order to compare the novel SHE-PWAM with the
conventional SHE-PWM, some further measurements have
been extracted. Based on the data measured from the
hardware, the following parameters have been calculated in
both novel and conventional cases:

the proposed currents, Fig. 11 shows their 5th, 7th and 11th
harmonic magnitudes as percentages of the fundamental
current. The SHE-PWAM control strategy is capable of
eliminating 5th, 7th and 11th harmonics of the output voltage
while the SHE-PWM is only able to eliminate the 5th harmonic
content. This improvement obtained from the novel SHEPWAM leads to a more qualified load current which can be
concluded by comparing figures 11.a and 11.b. Referring these
figures, both strategies have eliminated the 5th harmonic but
only the SHE-PWAM is able to eliminate the 7th and 11th
harmonic contents due to its two extra degrees of freedom.
This improvement in the stator current stands for an
improvement in the motor input voltage using the novel SHEPWAM.
B. Torque ripple
Improving the current harmonic contents leads to a
considerable reduction in the torque ripple. Fig. 12 compares
this ripple in both cases.

A. Output current harmonics contents
Fig. 10 shows the stator three-phase currents after applying
the nominal torque at rated speed and frequency in both cases.
In order to compare the most important harmonic contents of

Fig. 8. Experimental Van and Vbn phase voltages.
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Fig. 12. Experimental torque a) SHE-PWAM b)SHE-PWM.

V. Conclusion
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Fig. 9. Experimental input voltage and current of phase A.
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Fig. 10. Experimental stator three-phase currents after applying the nominal
torque at rated speed and frequency a) SHE-PWAM b) SHE-PWM.

A new SHE-PWAM control strategy has been proposed for
CHB inverters in drive applications. Flexibility in the dc
sources’ values which can be obtained using PWM-Rectifiers
increases system degrees of freedom to eliminate more
selected harmonics. This fact leads to an improved system
performance such as eliminating more stator currents harmonic
contents and torque ripple. Unlike the conventional SHEPWM, these advantages are obtained without increasing the
switching frequency and its related power dissipation.
Simulation and experimental results verifies the superiority of
the novel SHE-PWAM over the conventional SHE-PWM.
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